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vj The following is the Substance of

the Report which was submitted to the

Court of Proprietors by the Committee of

Correspondence, and ivhich, for the accom."

% modation of the Publicy and at the desire

^ of several Individuals^ it has been thought

^ advisable to reduce to a more convenient

size and form.
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SUBSTANCE,

Sf€. SfC.

The Court of .Directors, in their late correspon-

dence with the President of the India Board,

expr^ssedawish to be further informed, as to

those representations which had satisfied . His

Majesty's Ministers that the import trade frpm

the j^East-Indies should no longer.be confined (o

the Port of London . They were referred by his

Lordship, in his letter pf the 4th January, to the

petitions presented to Parliament, in the /<:ourse

of the last session, from the merchants and ma-

nufacturers connected with the Outports. It

soon appeared, that this examination must neces-

sarily be fixjtcnded to every petition, without

exception, which had been preferred against a

jpiiewal of .the Company !s Charter ; because the
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arguirierite in favour or the Cmtports are aispersiBa

through those petitions, and because those argu-

ments are, many of them, precisely the same as

are directed against the whole of the Company's

exclusive commercial privileges. The right of

the Outports to a participation in the trade, is

derived by the Petitioners from those general

principles, which arraign monopolies of every

kind and degree. Now it is distinctly allowed

by His Majesty's Ministers, that these sweeping

pfinciples are, by no means, to be admitted, as

furnishing a proper measure of the claims set up

against the Company : it is presumed, therefore,

that, in the opinion of the same Ministers, no

arguments, deduced solely from such principles,

in support of any part of those claims, can be

considered as establiihing the case of the Peti-

tioners. - > '

The few remaining arguments on this question

?elate principally to the facility and certainty

with which the revenue may be collected at the

Outports, and the safety with which the mer-

chants of this country may be admitted to all the

settlements of the East. Kow these are nothing



more than opinions, unsupported by proof: and

even if they were proved, they would still leave

the vast complication of interests, which are in-

volved in the question, totally unprovided for.

It remains, therefore, still to be explained, how

" a claim against an absolute restriction of the

" import trade to London** can be recommended

to His Majesty's Government, by arguments

resting on principles which that Government does

not admit.

These remarks will receive the most effectual

confirmation from a review of the principal state-

ments contained in the petitions: and though it

cannot reasonably be expected, that such an

examination should disclose any new topics of

defence, yet it will, at least, shew the readiness

of the East- India Company patiently to meet

every charge, however frequently and success-

fully repelled already.

The material objections which appear in the

petitions may be comprized under the foUov^ing

heads.

I. That experience and principle unite

to condemn commercial luopopolies, as per-
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• nicious and linjust, and as unavoidably lead-

"ing to a careless and 'wasfefiiL system of

managetnenti- — -
' '" 7 :

' ^ • '

II. That the rhohbpoly of the East-India

Gompany has been deeply injunous to the

commercial prosperity of this nation :—that

it has locked up capital, strangled competi-

tion/ and abridged commercial enterprize :

—

that it has crippled, beyond all calculation,

the energies of our manufacturers:— that

there is no hope whatever of participation by

the Public in the profits of the monopoly :—

that elventhebeneficial consequehcesof open-

ing the trade mtist be defeated, by entrusting

"•the Compaiiy with ariy-conti-oT over the

private-trade :—-that the continuance 6f the

present system iniist ^uin the Indian com-

'''Biertfey'aTid transfer it to other states ; and

^*?ttiat, therefore, the mbtiopoly is nothing

'
less than a public nuisance and disgrace.

• ' Hl.'*Thaf| WMi^^He^ irici^ase of their

territory, the trade of the Company 'has.

^iliminished :—that, since' 179-1, they have

dded greatly to their dtbt :—that, instead



of contributing tb the resources ^f the

iv country, they have only multiplied its em-

barrassments, by repeated claims on the

*. t |)ublic purse and credit :—and that their

impending diffieiilties, at this moment, re-

quire additional pecuniary assistance.

IV. That freedom of trade (especially

' ^ with countries acquired and maintained by

'the valor of His Majesty's forces) is the

birthright of the people of this empire, and

Y » necessary to the prosperity of its Commerce

:

-fc-- —that the confinement of the Eastern

"^•'^'•Urade to London is a violation of this right,

''
'- unnecessary, unjust, and impolitic. Un-

., .necessary, because the duties may be col-

'';»«? leeted with greater ease and safety at the

* '-'{>hOutports ; unjust, because every mercantile

|;(»fplace in the kingdom is entitled to the same

'*V;JV' privilege; and impolitic, because the supe-

rior economy and dispatch of the Outports

'•are requisite, to secure an equality with

, ...foreign nations.

> if. I V ., ; Th^t there is ^q, , rea89j;?^^l!e grqurvd
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to apprehend difficulty or danger from the

opening of the China trade.

VI. That the existing monopoly is dis-

tinguished by the peculiar infelicity of hav-

ing opened the trade to all the world except

the British merchants :—that the American

States have long enjoyed this trade; and,

by their freedom from monopoly, have been

enabled to drive the Company from the

markets of Europe, and also from those of

South America, the West-Indies, the Me-

diterranean, and Malta :—that this example

proves abundantly the superiority of indi-

vidual enterprize, when opposed to the

abuse and prodigality of a joint-stock com-

pany ; and, consequently, establishes the

competency of British individuals to engage

profitably in the Indian trade.

VII. That the capital, knowledge, and

enterprize of the British merchants, are

unbounded, and would soon convert the

India trade into a substitute for th6 'loss of

European commerce, and a source' 6f ^a-

!qf)» fii b3i'jfto



luable relief to the mercantile and shipping

interest, is shewn, by the success which

attended the violators of the Company's >,

Charter during the Protectorate, and by the

fact that the private-trade now yields a pro-t

fit, in spite of the difficulties, delays, and

taxes, imposed by the Company.

VIII. It is, lastly, insisted, that the in-

jury to the Company, from the loss of their

exclusive privileges, will by no means be

serious, as their superior wealth, influence^

and experience, will enable them to oppose

successfully the unassisted efforts of the

private merchants ; and that the very worst

that can occur, in the event of the abandon-

ment of the trade by the Public^ would be,

that matters would return to their present

state !

It is presumed, that this abstract, brief as it is,

comprizes the substance of the case submitted

by the Petitioners to the wisdom of His Majesty's

Government. The following observations are

offered in reply to the statements and arguments

it contains.

B 3
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'ih <Ahil, .'first,; it does jaot appear at all neces-

sary to undertake a vindication of monopolies in

general, ho-weva* violently assaulted by the Peti-

tioners; 'for it should bo recollected, that the

East-India "rnqnetpoly Js an institution of a sin-

gular nature, ,formed on principles entifely pecu-

liar to itself. .;Now Jhes very highest authorities

i an thd science of political economy have never

proceeded t6 the length ,of a simple and universal

condemnationj of fm6aopo)ies.. Even ©i'. Adam

Smith a!cquiescestn the vvisdpm'of many-institu-

tiottSfformed oh th^ principle of exclusive privi-

le^, and allbiYs iu agreement with Montesquieu,

^Si-that^iti'jna^ Uidt be upreasonable to grant a

'^kmonopolyf^r a. limited times to ^\90mpany of

'fyhierchants, who have 'established a new trade

" at their own tisk and expence/', If this be $Oj

it cannot be doubted, that the term of exclusive

enjoyment ; should be aihple, after the season of

hazard and vicissitude is past. And it is greatly

to be wished,' that this! principle were mote: $tea»-

dily kept in vifiw by.those,^ who arernow impar

tifent, to take gratuitous possession' of advantages

'*jiMii;^L iuu ^/k; ivu -: •J^'-Jci:^:^^ ^M'i^*i;
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so !iardl)^ac€(uired by the toil and enterprize of

others,. 1 ^

. IliNothi'ng is more surprizing or embarrass-j

iag,' tbatt the want, even of elementary informars

tion, betrayed by many of the Petitioners, on

the subject of thfe privileges and system of the

Company, The whole question is treated byj

thbm as if it w^re purely commercial, whereas,

in trijth, the continuation of these privileges has

been contended for by the Company, and con-

ceded by the Legislature, chiefly on the ground

of their -beipg necessary to the government of

Ipdjia.- : The same cause was understood to require

the continuance of the China monopoly. Com-

mercial monopoly, therefore, is, in a word, an

i^istrument in tlie hands of the Company for the

government of their eastern territories ; and such

ijt has been admitted to be by the Ministers them-

selves, in the discussions relative to the Charter,:

a truth of vast importance to the cause, but

which has been unaccountably kept out of sight

Iby the generality of the petitions.

-It should also never be forgotten, that the

pr-es^n^;question is not like that agitated in the
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time of King William, to decide the fate of a

rigorous monopoly. Since the year 1793, a

vast change has taken place in the whole Indian

system ; a change which has given it the cha-

racter ascribed to it by Lord Melville, of a regu-

lated and qualified monopoly. Notwithstanding

this revolution, tlie Petitioners either quarrel

with these concessions and relaxations, as utterly

insignificant ; or else, in the warmth of their

impatience for a brighter order of things, they

forget those concessions altogether, and return to

the charge, with the most ancient and aj^proved

topics of complaint against the abominations of

a strict monopoly.

''That the government of the Indian territory

sTiould remain with the Company has not been

denied : it will, consequently, not be disputed,

that they should be entrusted with the means of

sustaining so weighty a responsibility. Now the

Company maintain, that a further abridgement
^

of their commercial privileges will disable them,

for the execution of this trust. The Petitioners

do not appear, however, to consider this de-r^

partment of the question as worth their con-
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sideration. On the means which are to be

substituted for the government of India they

are entirely silent : perhaps they have done

wisely. They might, in truth, find that inquiry

somewhat difficult and embarrassing: but of

this they are quite sure, that the Indian trade

must be a desirable object, and accordingly, in-

stead of losing time in the contrivance of schemes

for the public safety of Hindostan, they resort,

as usual, to popular invective against the mon-

strous grievance of commercial exclusion.

But ** it is proved by undeniable documents,"

that the present system must transfer the trade

to other States, and impair the private wealth and

public resources of this country. Of these do-

cuments your Committee have never yet heard,

and they find some difficulty in conceiving that

they exist.. It is not improbable, that the hopes

of the Petitioners may have sharpened their in-

genuity, and drawn from the statements of the

Company itself, conclusions directly opposite to

those which would occur to impartial examina-

tion. In answer to r.ll such conclusions, the

Company appeal confidently to their correspond-
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cnce with their servants abroad, for proof that,

m si long course of years, they have made mote

numerous, persevering, and costly experiments,

for the introduction of British commodities to

the East, than cati iever bie expected from the

resources or the ' Activity of private merchants.

They ftioreover do not hesitate to assert, that

their institution, instead of mutilating the na-

tional prosperity, has advanced the wealth and

greatness of the empire, to a degree not easily

to be estimated. In support of this assertion,

they intreat the attention of all who would form

a fair judgment, to the history of British India.

In these illustrious annals they will find, that

thfe energies of the Compatiy first opiened a hew

commerce, which gave impulse to the manufac-

turers, and augmented the navigation of the

country:—that they maintained a share of itlifs

trade against the rfvalship of the Portuguese and

Dutch:—that they preserved it from totaV ruin,

amidst the convulsions of the civil wars, and the

more dangerous innovations of subsequent pe-

riods:—that they upheld the national interests

(h mdia against European enemies ariJ naiiVe
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powers, and hare acqaired, chiefly at their ow^

expence, an empire for the mother country.,

which has exalted her rank in the scale of ria-

tjons.„-They have since expelled every European

nation, except our ally Portugal, from the Indian

Continent and Ocean, and given a better gO"

vernment to their aommions tlian the East ever

»saw before. Jf to these particulars be added the

high desert of her naval and military officers,

the importance of her marine, and the influx of

private wealth through their channel into Britain,

some notion may be formed of the alleged injury

and degradation which the East-India Company

liave brought upon this country.

'If I. Of the charges under the third head, all,

except one, have been repeatedly answered ; and

that one i§ founded on a mis-statement. It is not

tiuCj that the Company's imports have decreased,

although the sales have, in some years, fallen ofl[^

by the exclusion of British goods from the Eur.

ropean continent : an evil common to the mer-

cantile interest of the whole country, but now

converted into a charge against the Company.

As to the accession of territory, it can have no

c



immediate or necessaiy tendency to enlarge the

trade. If the sale in Europe be but limited,

what benefit can be derived to trade from the

expulsion •. f rivals and enemies from the Indian

ocean ? And if the inhabitants of those regions

of India, where the Company has been settled

for generations back, have no relish for British

commodities, how *is a market to be expected in

the exhausted and unsettled provinces of recent

acquisitions'?^"^' •• > *^ **?» ;irh'i>^oii<|

t' 5 As to the stipulation of 1793, for pecuniary

participation by the Public, it was a conditional

stipulation, which has been defeated by the ruint-

ous wars which followed.. The applications of

the Company to Parliament have never been for

aid to support their establishments : such appli>

cations have been either for the reimburse-

-Hient of sums expended by them in national en-

terprises, or to enable them to meet the transfer

-of the Indian debt to this country ; a debt which

;it never can be possible to discharge out of tlie

Company's commercial funds, and which is ther^

fore inost unjusly mixed up with the subject qf

their supposed commercial delinquencies.
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IV. To the claim of a free trade, as a right

belonging, by inheritance, to every subject of the

j^ealm, it may be sufficient to reply, that this, in

common with every other abstract right, must

be liable to those limitations which may be re-

quired by the public interest. The whole con-

Iroversy is thus reduced to this one question,

—

Whether the public mterest will be better con-

sulted by maintaining the Indian empire under

a system which has hitherto preserved and im-

proved it, or by a change which, at least, endan-

gers the security both of the empire and the

trade together ? No solution of this question has

been produced by the Petitioners : and until it is

^Ived, it is clear that the claim of inherent

birthright cannot be listened to for a moment.

The " efforts and valour of His Majesty's forces'*

may be safely allowed, without conceding to

them the power of affecting the state of the ques-

tion with regard to any of the countries under

discussion. The territories held by the Com-

pany were acquired under exclusive powers and

privilege's received from the Legislature ; how,

then, can the rights of the Compauy.be altered,
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by the nature or qualilY of the troops employed

in the acquisition ? *"- .^jiti^u

It is said, liowevcf, that the Government piit'i

'

jpo^€« thgt some of the Outports only, and not

the whole, should be opened to the innportation

frotn India. With regard to this intended limi-^

tation, it may be observed, that it discards, at

bnce, the claim of inherent right; that it admits

the danger which would result from the exercis^

of it; and that it vvoul<l only change the forni

and extent of ihe monopoly. So. much for th^

principle of the measure. In its operation it

Would be as certain, though not perhaps so spec*

dily ruinous, as the grant of indiscriminate li*

berty to all the ports in the kingdom. It would

immediately derange the periodical sate of thci

Company, which is the master wheel in the me-

chanism of their import trade ; and it would, in-

fallibly, encourage the efforts of the remaining

ports to obtain the same privilege. '

But whatever may be the justice of confining

the trade of London, it is asserted, at all events,

to be unnecessary and impolitic.

To prove it unnecessary, the Petitioners resort
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to the know*) safety and dispatch with which the

duties are collected at the Outports. With equal

confidence it may be demanded, what compari-r

son there can be between the collection of

duties at any pcfrt, and the collection of du*

ties, with perfect certainty, facility, arid a very

trifling expence, at the India-House? But

wliatever may be the result of this comparison, it

leaves another, much more important point, un-

touched,—the danger of smuggling. On this

danger the Court have enlarged in their letters to

the President of the India Board, of 13th of Ja-

nuary 1809, and the 15 th and 29th of April 18 12*

It would be needless to repeat their objections ;

objections which remain, to this moment, with-

out any sound answer. They cannot however obi

serve without satisfaction, tl>at the opinions of

the Court are decidedly confirmed, by the re*

ports recently made by the .Boards of Customs

and Excise to His Majesty's Ministers, respect-

ing the danger which the new system would

occasion to the revenue, and whi<?l^^iin their

judgment, would be inevitable. ; yr '

As to the remaining argument, whieh ascribes

to the Outports such superior economy and dis-
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Jiatch, as must be important in securihof ah equa-

lity with foreign nations, your Committee is of

opinion, that the Company is but little interested

in disputing this supposed advantage. Even 'if

this superiority were granted^ the impolicy of ne-

glecting it can never be much dreaded by those

Ivho, with your Committee, are persuaded, that

the trade on which it is to operate is not likely to

attain any considerable magnitude* .iii;uTani^voiri!

^niltis impossible to retire from this part of the

subject, without remarking that the petitioners, in

the contemplation of their own. interests, appear

to have forgotten the " injustice and policy'y ctf

consigning to inevitable ruin, the immense inte-

rests and establishments which must be sacrificed

by a removal of the imports from the metropolis^*

It is impossible, without a very voluminous dc*-

tail, to do justice to the importance of these con-

siderations. It may, however, be seriously ask-

ed, whether the case is equal between the people

of London, who have a perfectly destructive loss

to apprehend, and those of the Outports, who

have only the expectation^f a possible addition

to their present advantages'^^ i'Wjl i?^^^t*tjc*b«4o]r
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5 It is maintained by the Petitioners, that the

disadvantages of opening the China trade are vi-

sionary ; another assertion, which exemplifies

the surprizing deficiency of information, with

^hich these important questions are approached.

Can it be necessary to remind the Petitioners of

the jealousy and the despotism of the Chinese

Government ; of their contempt for foreign trade,

and the suspicious treatment of strangers? are

they yet to learn, that European ships are con-

fined to a single port; and that, even there, no

constant residence is allowed to any foreigner,

without credentials from bis Sovereign ?, The

vexatious customs and insolent caprices of that

Government are, in fact, such as place the Bri-

tish subjects there in a state of constant embarrass-

ment and difficulty. The Company's agents fre-

quently submit to humiliations, which the honor

of a Sovereign would not allow any representa-

tiyeof his to endure. If, then, it is so difficult,

by every art of submission and regularity, to se-

cure the confidence of this singular nation, what is

to be expected from the indiscriminate approach of

linconnected unaccredited Europeans ? Even sup-



posing them to be admitted at first, can it he

tioubtetl, that their irregularities would soon ex-

cite the resentment of the Government, and would

end in the spee^'y expulsion of foreigners, and

the utter destruction of the trade ? It is idle tb

rely for a continuation of the commerce on the

honourable character of Britons. The integrity

of the traders would be defeated by the licentious

habits of the British seamen : habits which, un-

fortunately, the discipline, even of the Compa-

ny's ships, cannot always effectually control.

."•Jfthe example of the Americans be insisted

on, it may be replied, that their freedom from

molestation is owing partly to their greater so-

briety of demeanour, but chiefly to the sanction

afforded them by the British establishments, with

which their language and manners appear to give

them some connection. Nothing, indeed, but

the prudence of the Company's Representatives,

and the extent and probity of their dealings,

would have reconciled this haughty and suspi-

cious people even to the limited intercourse which

now exists. But the principles now proposed

would utterly disable the establishment of the

^ 11-
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Gompany from maintaining its credit or its posi-

lion. They would, at any rate, expose to im-

minent risk the whole system of the China

jtrade, with all its numerous train of establish-

ments ; and, even on the supposition that the

commerce itself should survive, would fearfully

endanger the revenue which would be due from

it to this country :—for how would it be possible

to prevent the smuggling of tea on the coasts of

England, Scotland, and Ireland, while there ex-

ists such facility of taking it on board in many

of the iEastern Islands, together with the temp-

tation of evading a duty of ninety-five per cent ?

On these imptortant points the Petitioners are

fiiilent. It may, however, be. well worth their

while to consider them seriously. Let them

i-emember, that by their intrusion the trade

MAY be ruined ; and that, €ven if it survives, '\%

will probably be incapable of much extension i-^

for the Chinese now take our woollens only ia

barter for tea, and the present importations of

tea are as large as the country requires., .

,^yi. It is extremely important^ that correctj,

li^tiOi^ssUpid^rbe obtained, relative to tlie supK

D
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poseid' a(?vantages of the Americans in the In^fan

trade, which is the subject of complaint under

the sixth head.

The vessels of the American states made their

appearance in the Indian Seas about the year

3785, and as they were then admitted to the

other European settlements, the Bengal Govern-

ment thought it impolitic to exclude them from

the British ports. In 1/94 a direct trade be-

tween their own ports and those of British India

was allowed by treaty to the United States, a

privilege which, in 1797j was extended to all

friendly nations. The length of the war which

followed the French revolution, rendered these

concessions highly valuable to the Americans.

They did not, however, confine themselves to

the stipulated trade between America and India :

in violation of the treaty they visited the ports of

Europe, supplied the West Indian and North

American colonies with Eastern goods, and were

enabled to engage actively in the China trade by

their supposed relation to the British.

Of this trade, however offensive, it may fairly

be said, that it was favorable to British India.
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It carried large and seasonable supplies of bullion

to that country, not a seventh part of its imports

being in goods ; and, in other respects, oi)ly

occupied that place in Indian commerce, from

which the war had unavoidably driven the mer-

chants of England. It is equally clear, that

the cause of this trade is not to be looked for in

the activity and intelligence of private adventure,

as contrasted with the monopoly of the Com-

pany, but in the advantages which always belong

to the neutral character. To this circumstance

irthe Americans owe their access to ports which

i^re shut against belligerents, and tbeir abiHty to

navigate with iqcomparably greater ease, cheap-

ness, and expedition. Had this commerce been

vested in an American East-India Company, it

must still have necessarily possessed those advan-

tages which have made it so eminently success-

ful ; and there is not the slightest doubt, that

^
the return of peace will destroy all these advan-

tages, and drive them at once from ail compe-

tition with British commerce.

This part of the subject will bie powerfully

illustrated by the striking fact^ that the intra:-

D 2
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sion of these neutrals has.inot been confined to

the trade of India. Every one is familiar with

the complaints excited by the very general trans^

fer of the colonial and <Jarrying trade to the

Americans, during their i neutrality. Now, in

this case, ther^ was no monopoly to cripple the

exertions of British commerce, or to drive it

forcibly into the hands of foreign adventurers

:

yet was this entire liberty insufficient to exclude

the Americans, or to save us from becoming

tributary to them for a *ent to the produqe of

British industry. What was the cause of this?

Beyond all question, the condition of the world,

and the exigencies and difficulties of extended

warfiire. Now the Americans have done for the

manufactures and produce of India, precisely

what they have been doing for those of Britain*

Why, then, should a diflferent solution be re^i

sorted to, for the expIanaj:ion of effects entirely

similar? The reasonings or the prejudices on

this subject may be stated thus. Under a per*

feet freedom of trade, the Americans make use

of their neutrality, in Jarg^Iy engrossing the

circulation of British goods. The causes of thi?
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are, clearly, the facilitiefs of neutral, and the

embarrassments of belligerent commerce. The

Americans intrude, in a similar manner, into

the trade of India. The reasons were evident^

the jnonopoly of the East-India Company, and

the superiority of individual adventure. It is

hoped that the manifest inconsistency of these

conclusions will create some distrust of the popu-

lar logic on this subject, and that the foregoing

statements will be sufficient to shew, with how

little justice the prosperity of the American trade

with India: is connected with the question of the

Company's exclusive privileges. "

> VII. It is dsserted, that a free trade to the East

would open an unboundedJield to British capital

and enterprise, and afford incalculable relief to

the distresses of British commerce and manufac-

turers.

The most extravagant notions are entertained

of this new world of commercial adventurei

The language of all the Petitioners on this

subject is abundantly animated. The manu-

facturers of Sheffield, in particular, profess,

that such are the energies of British capital
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and adventure, that they will not only supply

wants where they exist, but create them where

they do not. The Company, on the other hand,

appeal to the experience of successive ages, and

to the knowledge of nurnbers who are best in-

formed on the subject, for the truth of the oppo-

site assertion,—that it isfnot possible greatly to

extendj among the inhabitants of the East, the

consumption of British productions ; or, in this

country, the sale of Asiatic commodities. Jt

has, indeed, been asserted by Dr. Adam Smith,

that " the East Indies pffered a market for the

" manufactures of Europe, greater than both

" Europe and America together." The expe-

rience of forty years has proved, that this great

master of political economy was not infallible.

The exertions of all Europe and America have

made no discovery of this boundless market ; and

jf the sagacity of another profound enquirer may

, be trusted, they never will. "The Indians,'*

, $ays the President Montesquieu, " have their

3^" '^X^h Vi'hich are adapted to their manner of life.

r*^)Wh^t is luxury to us, never can be so to them.

.ffii^^f|ir.<J[itti?tte peither j;equires nor permits the
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*' use of almost any of our commodities. Ancient

" authors, who have written on India, represent

" the country precisely such as we now find it.

" As to police^ to manners, and to morals, India

*' always has been, and always will be, what it is

*' now ; and those who trade to India will carry

" money tbither and bring none back."

What market for European luxuries can be

expected among a people, the earnings, and con-

sequently the expences ofwhose labouring classes,

at a liberal estimate, do not exceed j04. 10s. per

annum?— Indolent by nature, frugal by habit,

enslaved by their religion, how are they to be

converted into a nation of wealthy, curious, and

enterprising purchasers ? Even the most opulent

among them have adopted none of our tastes and

fashions ; except, perhaps, in a few articles of

jewellery, hardware, looking glasses, and car-

riages, with the use of a mantle of broad-elotli

in the cold season. The climate of the north

of India, indeed, is somewhat more similar

to our own, but the habits of the people are

equally dissimilar to ours ; and, besides this,

Europeans have no conception of the difficulty.
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Expense, and insecurity of conducting any trade

beyond the boundaries of the Company's Govern-

ment. With respect to China, it may be grant-

ed that many of our manufactures might be taken

off by that country, if the government would

allow their circulation. But the jealousy of its

practice has been already stated : a jealousy which

has not been mitigated by the splendour of a

Costly embassy, or the address of an accomplish-

ed diplomatist. Ifinstead of that approved orgam

of the European traders, the Company's Canton

establishment, a swarm of unconnected adven-

turers were to be let loose upon that coast, it has

hcen shewn, that the immediate abridgment^ nay

the utter loss of that trade, would be the most

probable consequence.

The destructive influence of the monopoly is^

in the opinion of the Petitioners, very dis-

astrously exhibited in the circumstances, that

the whole exports of the Company to the im-

mense regions of the East =^do not amount to a

fifth part of the exports of this Country to North

America. The Company cannot be very soli-

citous to repel this charge, while it is notorious
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that the exports from Britain to the vast con-

tinent of Africa do not equal her exports 'to

the American colonies which still remain to us.

The same cause will explain these strange ef-

fects in either case. The North Americans are

the same people as ourselves, live under a climate

nearly similar, and have a large and effective

demand for our productions. The Africans and

Hindoos live under tropical Suns, and are im-

perfectly civilized : for these reasons they want

few of our productions ; and if they did, they

are, in general too poor to purcliitse them.^'"^*'*""^

Nothing, surely, but total ignorance, could

have tempted the Petitioners to appeal to the

experience of the time of Cromwell. It is notv

clearly ascertained, that although the competition

brought Indian goods to England remarkably

cheap, yet this ended speedily in the ruin Of the

adventurers engaged in it, several of whom ac-

tually joined in memorials to the Protecto^, that

he would restore the Company, in order to save

the trade of India to the nation,^ '^^ «fj« i«>a«KO <f/t?i

:But the private trade, it is Said, produces a

profit, whilt: the Company has been trading to a
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loss. At certain times, and with some articles,

this may perhaps have been the case ; but the

Committee have substantial reason to believe, that

very large importations of other articles have

repeatedly sold to a loss, or have remained long

on hand for want of sale. , Even to the officers

of the Company's ships their privilege has ge-

nerally been of a small find uncertain value.

With all the advantages of exemption from

freight and commission, they find it, on the

' whole, a precarious, unproductive business.

Now if these persons fail, ^who can hope to suc-

ceed ? .V -,j\ V • .

That persons should still he found to embark

in the private trade, and that it should still pro-

gressively have increased, mijst be accounted for,

by the necessity the manufacturers of indigo are

under of sending their produce to England, as

> almost the only market; by the practice of trans-

mitting fortunes from India, in the shape of

goods ; by the great increase of Europeans and

their descendants, who must, of course, be sup-

plied with European luxuries and conveniences

;

by the necessity of returns in the productions of
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the country (since specie would/ in general, be a

losing remittance) ; and by the occasional spe-

culation of large capitalists. It is, however, an

undoubted fact, that these larger adventures have

failed, at least as often as they have succeeded.

The iimount of private goods remaining from

time to time in the Company's warehouses, either

without a sale, or uncleared after sale, will afford

some notion of the real state of the private trade.

On the first of January 1813 this amount was

no less than ^3,419iOOO.

The great and strikmg conclusion to be de-

rived from a review of the trade since 1 793 is

this ; that during a period of twenty years from

that time to the present, not one new article for

the consumption of India has been exported

;

and there is but a very trifling augmentation in

the amount of articles exported before. That

this cannot fairly be ascribed to the restrictions

of the Company is clearly ascertained, by the

failure of the privilege trade granted to their

commanders and oflicers. And although the

private trade has increased, from the causes stated

above, yet it should never be forgotten, that of

£ 2
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y 54,000 tons allotted to it since 1^93, only

^ 21,S06 tons have been actually used by private

merchants, and these filled wholly with commo-

dities for the use of Europ^ns.

With regard to the inljports from India, it

should be remarked, that the enterprize of

two centuries has been employed with a view

to their augmentation : it can, therefore, be

scarcely reasonable, at the ^n-esent day, to hope

for any material improvement of this branch

of the trade. Of the articles already imported, it

is notorious that the excellence of the British

^manufactures has greatly limited the demand for

cotton piece goods, and that the raw cotton of

-^ India cannot enter into a Competition with the

> Cottons of Georgia and Brazil. Of sugars it is

idle to speak. It is in this'state of things, when

the East is without any demand for our produc-

tions, when the warehouses of the Company are

filled with Indian commodities, and when they,

in common with the mercantile interest of Bri-

tain, are suflTering from the continental restric-

tions ; at this time it is, that the Petitioners, in

the same breath, complain of the stagnation of
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trade, and stigmatize the Company for not en-

larging it.

VlII. The measures by which the rumous ef-

fects of the proposed experiment are to be cor-

rected, appear to have occupied very Uttle of the

attention of the Petitioners. The Company ar^

naturally rather more anxious on this point;

They cannot but remark with pain and alarm, that

nothing like an adequate scheme of compensa-

tion is proposed for the inevitable destruction

of the London establishments. The plan of re-

paration for the claiiiis of the Company by an

equal impost on the **^ Indian trade," is surely

remarkable neither for its wisdom or its justice;

It takes for granted the point in dispute, that

the trade will be very extensive ; and it offers

only a small part^ as a compensation for the

whole. -,. ^.,

From the failure of the experiment, the worst

evil anticipated by the petitioners is, " that

" matters would return to their present state."

It is hoped, that there are not many persons

courageous enough to dispose of this fearful part
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of the question in so unceremonious a mannei*.

Those, indeed, who petition for the change, will

disdain any anxiety that may be expressed for

the peril to be incurred by theuj. The Com-

mittee, therefore, will confine themselves to a de-

claration of their own conviction, that the di-

version of the trade from its present course will

bring with it the speedy and certain demolition

of a vast mass of interests and establishments

connected with the Company. It is surely, then,

little better than mockery, to refer them to the

possible restoration of the present order of things

;

an event which must come too late, to repair the

fatal effects of one ruinous mistake.

If nothing but an experiment will satisfy the

Public, a large and ample one may be made, by

means of an open export trade from the Outports,

with return however to the port of London : an

experiment which will suflBciently ascertain the

possibility of extending the Indian commerce,

without the destruction of present establishments,

or the hazard of disastrous consequences to the

empire in case of failure. At this safe point.



therefore, it is humbly hoped that the wisdom

of the Legislature will see fit to rest, in spite of

the rashness and impatience which may have

been chiefly excited by the temporary difficul-

ties of the commercial world.
In

iO:
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